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AIRBORNE SURVEY

Ridge Resources Ltd (“Ridge” or the “Company” (ASX: RID)) is pleased to advise that
independent geological consultant Dr Joseph Drake‐Brockman has completed a field trip at
the Company’s Mt Alexander project.
During the five day field trip Dr Drake‐Brockman identified several anomalous radioactive
outcrops at both the Mt Alexander and Granite Bore prospects.
Following advice from Dr Drake‐Brockman, Ridge has engaged Aerosystems Pty Ltd to
undertake an airborne survey comprising of radiometric and magnetic surveys to:





fully define three known surface anomalies;
evaluate the Kilba Granite for any subtle retrogressed zones that may be uranium
bearing;
evaluate the Mount Alexander trend for any repetitions of the known mineralization,
including any subtle features that may represent buried ore shoots; and
test quartzite outcrops for any repetitions of the Granite Bore style mineralization.

The airborne survey is due to commence on 13 December 2011. The Company will continue
to evaluate historical data including detailed prospects maps and assess any non‐uranium
potential within the tenement.
For further information contact:
Alec Pismiris
Director/Company Secretary
Ridge Resources Ltd
Tel: (+61 8) 6263 0888
Competent Persons Statement
Information in this report that relates to Exploration Results and comments on the resource estimates
is based on information compiled by Mr Dave Kelly, who is a Member of The Australasian Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy. Mr Kelly has sufficient experience which is relevant to the style of
mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is undertaking to
qualify as a Competent Person as defined in the 2004 Edition of the ‘Australasian Code for Reporting
of Exploration Results, Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves’. Mr Kelly consents to the inclusion in this
report of the statements based on his information in the form and context in which it appears.
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